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   :      .  

1-                        
    .           .             

                       .  
2-               )        .(     

     :    
The word (or phrase ) X   is closest in meaning to … . 
The word (or phrase ) X   means … .
The word (or phrase )  X   could best be replaced by … .

  
  

  
                        

     .           :  
 These farmers grow different things such as carrot, lettuce, and tomato. 

      lettuce      .  
           lettuce    

 ! lettuce             . )lettuce (    
:      

 Tom and Carol met each other at the party for the first time. They became interested in each other, got 
to know each other more, and eventually got married. 

          .                          
eventually .    
    eventually          )eventually .(    
                          

.         

                                               Ignoring a new word                    1 - A

DEALING WITH UNKNOWN VOCABULARY 
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            Guessing meaning from context  1 - B
  

   =  )           context        .   (
:    

 I was delighted when I heard that I had passed the difficult exam. 
         delighted .  

       delighted    »  «   .      
                 »       «   

                       .
  delighted   )        (     

       :         
    delighted .  I heard the news.whendelightedI was    

               delighted             
  )  » «                  .   

 (...         
  

            
  

1 Defining    
 Edelweiss is the Swiss national flower, but it is also found in North America. 

   edelweiss             )       
 :define.(  

:                .  
 Hypoxia is an illness caused by a shortage of oxygen in the body. 

:              .  
  .      

 :     (defining)               :  
is / are / means / refers to / …

  

2 Restating    
 Altitude, or the height above sea level, is a factor that affects your breathing. 

:   altitude               .  
 the height above sea level or  altitude    (    ) .  

 The fox is a nocturnal animal. In other words, it’s awake at night and asleep during the day. 
:     nocturnal     . .        

     in other words   nocturnal )      ( .  
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 :     (restating)                
 :  

)i.e.  »  («    or / that is / that is to say / in other words / i.e. / …
  

3 Using Punctuation       
 Mrs. Green helps the school a lot. She just gave a big donation – a present of six new computers. 

:                .donation             
.    

      (dash)   donation    (  ) .  
 In old times, Egypt was ruled by a pharaoh (king). 

:       pharaoh     .  
  king    (parenthesis)    pharaoh    (   ) .  
 :              :  

    ( , )       ( – )      (  )  

4 Using Examples     
 Everything we know about early humans such as Neanderthals is based on fossils. 

:                 .  
 Neanderthals       such as  =)    (   ) .(    

 Large fish, for example eels, can be seen in this aquarium. 
:       eel   .       

    for example     eel                  
.     ( )  

  

5 Using Contrasts     
 This flower thrives in dry, poor soil but dies in too wet conditions. 

:          thrive         .  
   thrive )       (  but     die   ( ) .    

 This snake, unlike a deadly cobra, is benign. 
:           benign .  

  unlike a deadly cobra     benign  deadly )     :benign.(  
  

6 Using Referents      
 The batteries in the ERS-1 will function for 2 years while the satellite is gathering necessary information. 

:      ERS-1                        
.     
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    satellite   ( )  ERS-1  satellite    ERS-1    .(   =)   
 He hated that tuxedo. He wondered why he had to wear those kinds of clothes. 

:      tuxedo    .          .     
 those kinds of clothes  tuxedo    tuxedo )           

   )    :tuxedo.(  
  

7 Using other words in the sentence       
 He connected all the parts together with deft fingers. His hands were quick and skillful. 

:           deft .      .      
Deft  »  .« quick  skillful .     

 The plant’s hairs kill useful insects, but this problem can be alleviated by controlling the amount of hair. 
:                     alleviate .  

 alleviate      (    )   problem      .    
      

1-             )     (         
.              .  

2-                   .file       »  
 «     »  «            .     

     .  
3-                           

                .       
  

Exercise Find the choice that is closest in meaning to the underlined word. 

1. A musical comedy has a plot with songs and dances connected to it. 
 1) story 2) map 3) ground 4) building 
2. Lasers can be used to create stunning effects. 
 1) famous 2) excellent 3) confused 4) embarrassed 
3. This tree is a hardy one that can live for 1,500 years. 
 1) strong 2) funny 3) white 4) tasty 
4. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a gas with a brownish hue. 
 1) color 2) smell 3) thickness 4) steam 
5. This disease has many etiologies rather than a single cause known to doctors. 
 1) beginnings 2) patterns 3) signs 4) causes 
6. Parasitic plants are plants that survive by using food produced by host plants rather than by 

producing their own food. They try to make their way into the food channels of the host plant 
and get the nutrients that they need from the host plant. 

 1) give out 2) produce 3) eat 4) go to 
7. Edna Ferber was a popular American novelist in the first half of the 20th century. She 

embarked on her career by working as a newspaper reporter in Wisconsin and soon began 
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writing novels. Her first novel, The Girl Who Laughed, was published in 1911, when she was 
only twenty-four years old. 

 1) invented instruments  2) started her work 
 3) played well in theater  4) studied as an artist 

What we call weather is largely a matter of air movements. Cold air blows from the north, and 
warm air from the south. Moist air blows in from the ocean, forming clouds and bringing rain. 
Dry air blows in from the center and brings drought. 

8. 1) dry 2) hot 3) cold 4) wet
9. 1) ability 2) ocean 3) dryness 4) success 
10. The second half of a man’s life is made up of nothing but the habits he has acquired during the 

first half. 
 1) bought 2) sold 3) lived 4) got 

 :  
 :                         .   

                        .  
1-  ) 1(   :            .       
2 -  ) 2(   :           )(   .  

 :    3      »  .«  confusing  » .«  
3 -  ) 1(   :               1500 .   
4-  ) 1(   :   NO2        .  

    steam  ( )  » «.  
5-  ) 4(    :                      

.     
6 -  ) 4(     :                   

         .                  
   .             

7-  ) 2(    :             .       
                  .        

 »   « 1911     24    .  
8-  ) 4(   9-  ) 3(       :               .  

       .                    
       .       .  

10 -  ) 4(   :                   
  .  
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     Word Formation  1 - C
  

                         
          .  firefighter     :     

    firefighter :   fire   +   fighter   =    
  
  

    microbiology :          
       microbiology :   micro   +   bio   +   logy   =     

  
              :  

 :  
1-                               

        .          
2-  (prefixes)            (suffixes)     

    .  
  

   
  

     
  uniform  uni–

 bicycle  bi–
  tricycle   tri–

 multilayer   multi– 
  centimeter  /    centi– 

 kilogram  kilo–
   pre-reading   pre–
   post-war   post– 
  innermost  inner– 
  subway  sub–

 superman  super– 
    Trans-Atlantic   trans– 

 television  tele–
  review  re–
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 atypicaltypicala–
 abnormalnormalab–
  disagreeagreedis–

   misuseuse mis–
 illegal legalil–

  impolite politeim–
  incompletecompletein–
  irregularregularir–
  unableable un–

  
  

     
  

     
 trialtry –al

  teacherteach–er
  inventorinvent–or
  agreement agree–ment 
  creationcreate–tion

 informationinform–ation 
   discussiondiscuss–sion 
 failurefail –ure
  discoverydiscover–y
  acceptanceaccept–ance 

  existenceexist–ence 
 kindnesskind –ness 
 activityactive–ity

  humanismhuman–ism
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 realizereal 

–ize (ise)   civilizecivil 
  weakenweak

–en   hardenhard 
  unify uni– 

–ify     clarifyclar–
    educateeduc–

–ate    communicatecommun- 

  
  

     
  

     
  rainyrain –y
  carefulcare –ful

  careless care –less
 economiceconomy–ic

     economicaleconomy–ical
  childishchild-ish

 dangerousdanger–ous
 emotionalemotion–al

  momentarymoment–ary
 friendly friend –ly
  inventiveinvent–ive
  agreeableagree –able
  sensiblesense –ible
  attractiveattract –ive

 pleasant please –ant
  dependentdepend –ent

  childlikechild –like 

  excitingexcite –ing

  confusedconfuse–ed
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happilyhappy–ly 

  

 :              .      
replacement – unsystematically – usefulness – development – productive – dishonesty – prearranged  

  :  
   replacement  =  re–  +  place  +  –ment 

           unsystematically  =  un–  +  system  +  –atic  +  –al  +  –ly  
     usefulness  =  use  +  –ful  +  –ness  

     development  =  develop  +  –ment  
     productive  =  produce  +  –ive  

      dishonesty  =  dis–  +  honest  +  –y  
       prearranged = pre–  +  arrange  +  –ed

  

     Additional Tips  1 - D
  

1-           .             )   
                         
        (                    

           .              
     .   .      

 Autism is a developmental disease that is characterized by serious behavioral abnormalities 
across all primary areas of functioning. It generally makes itself known by the age of two and 
one-half. It is not a single disease entity but is instead a syndrome made up of patterns and 
different characteristics.  

                               
 :    

                  
primary 
entity 

characterized
syndrome 

characteristics

autism
developmental

  

  :    (  )          
                     .  

    .                      
  .    
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   .                !       

        .    
  

2-       (denotative meaning)     (connotative meaning)   .  
                        

     .  
1(    .  yesterday.clouded1) The sky was   
2(       .    his judgment.clouded2) Anger   
3(     .   3) This is a firm apple.  

4) He needs a firm hand to help him. 
4(      .         
5(      .  attack.heart5) He had a    
6(      .   ( )  .of the cityheart6) He wanted to be at the   

                       .  
          .    

  
3-                     .    

                     .   fortune    
     »  «      »     «       .  

.                  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

When you really want something to 
happen, the whole universe conspires 
so your wish comes true. 

Paulo Coelho
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Review Test 1 

(Based on Chapter 1) 
 Read the following passages and answer the questions that follow. You have 10 minutes to do this. 

For years, the only robots around were the stars of space movies. Nowadays, robots are 
everywhere in everyday life. They assemble cars and trucks. They drive trains. They go into hard-
to-reach places like pipes and make repairs. They help doctors perform difficult operations. They 
even clean houses, explore the bottom of the sea, and roam the surface of Mars. 
1. The word “assemble” in line 2 is closest in meaning to ………… . 
 1) send into space   2) put together different parts 
 3) love very much   4) spend money on buying 
2. The word “roam” in line 4 is closest in meaning to ………… . 
 1) travel around 2) live and die 3) feel excited 4) talk to 

O
3. The word “toxic” in line 1 is closest in meaning to ………… . 
 1) cold  2) perfect 3) hot 4) dangerous 

Medical robots let surgeons perform procedures that are too difficult for human hands. These 
robots can move exactly to the right place and in the right way. Surgeons also use them to perform 
remote operations. Patients are in other places, sometimes hundreds, or even thousands of miles away. 
4. The word “remote” in line 3 is closest in meaning to ………… . 
 1) funny and amusing  2) very harmful physically 
 3) done from far away   4) causing injury and death 

Robot landers have traveled to Mars. They used their observation sensors to scan the ground 
for a safe place to land. They rolled across the planet’s surface on special wheels. They gathered 
information about soil and rocks. They took pictures and transmitted them back to Earth. 
5. The word “roll” can be replaced by ………… . 
 1) move 2) eat 3) sleep 4) treat 

  :  
   :          1            

 .  
1-  ) 2(   :     
2 -  ) 1(   :    
3-  ) 4(   :   
4-  ) 3(   :     
5-  ) 1(   :      

  

                                                                
1     .         .              .

!  
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New Words

  pipe      scan   truck

  transmit  blow up   wheel

     surgeon

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; 
only light can. Hatred cannot drive 
out hate; only love can do that. 

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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                :      .  
1- :          

According to the passage, … 
According to the author / writer, … 
It is TRUE / CORRECT that … 
It is FALSE / WRONG that … 
The writer mentions / states that … 

2-                        
 .              (scanning)  .    

                     
             .           

          .             
.     

3-                     .
        .               

4-                         
         .            

5-             .            
   NOT  EXCEPT :  

According to the passage, it is NOT true that … . 
All of the following are mentioned in the passage EXCEPT … . 

 

  

      .      
What happens if you don’t get enough sleep? Randy Gardner, a high school student in the 

United States, wanted to find out. He designed an experiment on the effects of sleeplessness for a 
school science project. With doctors watching him carefully, Gardner stayed awake for 264 hours 
and 12 minutes. That’s eleven days and nights without sleep! 

What effect did sleeplessness have on Gardner? After 24 hours without sleep, Gardner started 
having trouble reading and watching television. The words and pictures were too blurry. By the 
third day, he was having trouble doing things with his hands. By the fourth day, Gardner was 
hallucinating. For example, when he saw a street sign, he thought it was a person. He also imagined 
he was a famous football player. Over the next few days, Gardner’s speech became so slurred that 
people couldn’t understand him. He also had trouble remembering things. By the eleventh day, 

DETAIL QUESTIONS 
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Gardner couldn’t pass a counting test. In the middle of the test he simply stopped counting. He 
couldn’t remember what he was doing. 

When Gardner finally went to bed, he slept for 14 hours and 45 minutes. The second night he 
slept for twelve hours, the third night he slept for ten and one-half hours, and by the fourth night, 
he had returned to his normal sleep schedule. 

1. Randy Gardner was a ………… in the U.S. 
 1) famous scientist  2) medical doctor 
 3) 24-year old man  4) student teenager 
2. Randy stayed awake for ………… . 
 1) about 3 days  2) more than 11 days 
 3) 26 hours  4) about 24 hours 
3. Randy got back to normal by the ………… night after the experiment had ended. 
 1) first 2) second 3) third 4) fourth 
4. The word “blurry” in the 2nd paragraph means ………… . 
 1) difficult to say  2) sharp and clever 
 3) unclear to see  4) hard to write 
5. The word “hallucinate” in the 2nd paragraph is closest in meaning to ………… . 
 1) have new ideas for making sth 2) behave like a grown-up person 
 3) ask questions that are hard to answer 4) see or hear things that don’t really exist 

  :  
1-  ) 4(       Randy Gardner                 

(high school student).  
2 -  ) 2(      stayed awake                

  (eleven days and nights).  
3-  ) 4(       got back to normal                .       

(by the fourth night).  
4-  ) 3(                .  

 blurry  »  .«           :  
      .      He had trouble reading and watching television.  

    blurry  »   .«  
5-  ) 4(    hallucinate  »  .«   :      

When he saw a street sign, he thought it was a person. 
         .     

     .      He also imagined he was a famous football player.

  :   »    «                 
           .  

  


